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The Prospectus of 
lnternational Symposium on Urban Problems 
GROWTH OF MEGALOPOLIS: LIMITS AND MANAGEMENT 
1. 8aclくground
This symposium will be held by the Center for Urban Studies in Tokyo Metropolitan 
University. 
The symposium will celebrate a new building of the Center for Urban Studies. The center was 
moved to this place with al other Faculties of Tokyo Metroplitan University in April 1991. 
The Center for Urban Studies was established in 1977. The Center is the only instiute on urban 
studies in universities in J apan. Tokyo， where Tokyo Metropolitan University is Iocated， isone 
of the megalopolis in the world such as New York， Paris， London， Berlin， Seoul， and other Asian 
cities. Consequently， the symposium was planned to investigate common and/or different features 
of urban problems in these huge cities. 
2. Purpose 
It is said that the problem of the worldwide“decline of megalpolis" during 1970's has overcome 
in 1980's. The state of “rivival of megalopolis" has been widely known over the world during 
late 1980's. Further， they tend to say optimisticallythat a new phase of development in megalo 
polis has come. Especially， itis generally considered that Tokyo is keeping on growing as an 
international and active city. The opposite side of the growth， however， there are a number of 
uncertainties on future states such as population， economic activity， urban environment， and so 
on. 
On the othre hand， indeveloping countries a lot of megalopolis are now growing too rapidly. These 
cities have also many problems such as overpopulation， environmental degradation， unemployment， 
and so on. We can just say that“the age of megalopolis "has come. 
In this situation， we need to investigate again the problems of megalopolis in developed countries. 
The purpose of the symposium is consequently as follows. 
Firstly， w巴tryto verify the following problems: 1) has the decline of megalopolis realy ovεr 
come? 2) can megalopolis revive again and keep on sustainable growth? 
Secondly， we try to search for the measure in order to manage the sustainable growth of megalopolis. 
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3. Organizing Committee 
The fol1owing are the members of the symposium organizing committee. 
Dr. Yorifusa Ishida Director of the Center for Urban Studies (CUS). 
Dr. Kiyoko Hagihara Associate Professor of the CUS. 
4. Participants 
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(i) The invited researchers on urban studies from three fields of research such as Economics， 
Geography， and Urban Planning Prof. D. F. Batten， Centet for Regional Science Research， 
University of Umea; Dr. D. Henckel， German Institute for Urban Studies， Prof. G. Burgel， 
University of Paris X. 
(i) The researchers on urban studies in Tokyo Metropolitan University (TMU). 
(ii) The researchers on urban studies in other major universities in ]apan. 
(iv) The researchers and administrative officials in other organizations. 
5. Venue 
The venue of the symposium wil1 be as follows : 
The center hal1 of TMU International House 
Tokyo Metropolitan University 
1 -1， Minami -Ohsawa， Hachioji 
Tokyo， 192 -03， ]apan 
Chairman of the symposium : Dr. Yorifusa Ishida 
Tel: 81 -426 -77 -2358 
Fax: 81 -426 -77 -2352 
6. Language used 
]apanese and English 
7. Method of interpretation 
Sim ultaneous in terpretation 
Programme 
Oct. 25 (Fri. ) 
9 : 30 10: 00 Registration 
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10 : 00 10: 15 Opening c巴remony
Welcome address 
by Dr. H. Sano/President， Tokyo Metropolitan University 
Symposium on Urban Problems 
Chairperson : S.Kurasawa， Faculty of Social Scienc巴sand Humanities， TMU 
Former Director of the Center for Urban Studies 
10:1510:55 “The Network Megalopolis: A Creative Path for Urban Futures?" 
by D. F. Batten 
10 : 55 11: 10 Coffee Break 
11 : 10 11: 50 “Berlin after Unification Problems and Prospects of Urban Development" 
by Dietrich Henckel 
11 : 50 12: 30 “Social Consequences and Economic Constraints in the Growth of the Paris 
Area" 
by Guy Burgel 
12 : 30 14: 00 Lunch 
14 : 00 14: 40 “Probl巴mson Megalopolis in the Third World" 
by Lo， Fu -chen 
14:4015:20 “Toward the Policy on Growth Management for Tokyo" 
by Y orifusa Ishida 
15 : 20 15: 35 Coffee Br巴ak
15 : 35 17: 15 Comment and Discussion 
by K. Kobayashi 
T. Isobe 
N. Tougou 
17 : 15 17: 30 Closing ceremony 
18 : 00 20: 00 Reception 
